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I

T IS the custom in legal documents
to achieve unmistakable clearness
of meaning by multiple repetition
of words, and synonymous words
and phrases. This method of securing
clearness is distasteful to the scientific
writer, and discussions and dissertations
aiming to define the scope and set the
limits of scientific words are numerous
and lengthy. Some classic biological
examples of terms of this sort are the
words: species, hybrid, race, variety,
etc. A kindred term which has served
its purpose long and well is the word
breed, and it may be worth while to give
this word further attention.
The term "breed" is in such common
use that most persons, on invitation,
would be quick to explain its meaning
and even ready to offer an exact definition of the word. For those who take
pleasure in formulating terse, concise
definitions of common terms the above
word presents an interesting problem.
If the person is a scientist, he must
especially be on his guard, for it must
be remembered that this is a term which
arose among breeders of livestock,
created, one might say, for their own
use, and no one is warranted in assigning to this word a scientific definition and in calling the breeders wrong
when they deviate from the formulated
definition. It is their word and the
breeders' common usage is what we
must accept as the correct definition.
This sounds simple enough, but
when we begin a search to discover
what the "common usage" is we are
dismayed at the varied and loose
meanings which the breeders have
given to this word.
1

We find that a great divergence of
opinion, as to what a breed may include
before it must be subdivided, exists
between the breeders of different classes
of livestock. For instance, Shorthorn
cattle can be any of four colors, and
Percheron horses have a choice of half
a dozen, but each breed remains a
homogeneous unit without subdivisions
on the basis of color. With smaller
animals the lines are more finely drawn.
In case of poultry, for example, the colors
are kept separate, as distinguishing
features of a strain, under the name of
varieties, but several of these varieties
are grouped together as a breed. We
have white, barred, buff, or partridge
varieties of the Plymouth Rock breed,
and of Wyandottes I believe there are
about a dozen varieties differing from
each other in color, pattern, feathering,
or comb shape.
Thus in poultry the breeds are composite, made up of several subdivisions,
although the range of variation may be
no greater, or even far less, than that
found within a single breed of the large
mammals. Breeders of "pet stock"
rabbits, guinea-pigs, and especially of
dogs, use the word "breed" in a very
reckless fashion, and an attempt to
divine their exact understanding of the
term would be in many cases well nigh
hopeless.
But to add to the confusion, breeders
of the same class of livestock in different
parts of the world do not always adhere
to the same usage. The case of the
Leicester sheep serves as a good illustration of this point.
In England there are two sorts of
sheep which are connected by a certain
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RINGMASTER, GRAND CHAMPION SHORTHORN BULL, 1913
The Shorthorn is a breed with wide limits; it takes in a number of different colors and types
which in other branches of the animal industry would be considered distinct breeds. But
when it comes to lack of horns, the Shorthorn breeders draw the line, as the next illustration shows. (Fig. 1.)

degree of kinship in "blood," but which
are now, and for the past sixty years
have been, recognized as distinct breeds.
The two breeds referred to are the
English Leicester and the Border Leicester. They differ from each other in
size, ancestry (the Border Leicester
having received some characters from
the Cheviot breed), general activity,
fecundity, and manner of wooling, to
an unmistakable extent. Both the
Scotch Highland Society and the English Agricultural Society provide separate classes and awards for them at the
agricultural shows, and there are two
distinct registration associations, each
of which maintains a flock book for
its own breed. In America, however,
we speak only of the Leicester breed of
sheep. The two sorts are shown together at fairs, often freely crossed, and
are registered in the same flock book.
They are here simply regarded as different "families" of the Leicester breed.
There is no fixed, commonly accepted
degree of difference which serves to
typify and separate the breeds. This
532

can be illustrated by citing cases of the
two extremes. First, types which differ
widely between themselves may be
included within the boundaries of a
single breed.
Poland China breeders recognize the
distinct varieties which they speak of as
the "large type" and "small type." The
differences between the two are constant,
deep-seated, and striking, but the members of both types are all of the undivided Poland China breed. A similar
"dimorphic" condition exists within the
limits of the Jersey breed of cattle.
But perhaps the most striking case of
this sort is furnished by the Shorthorn
breed of cattle. The Milking Shorthorn is profoundly different from the
strictly Scotch-bred beef animal. The
difference between these two types involves, besides three possible color
factors, pronounced and easily recognized peculiarities of shape and also of
function. farthermore, these two types
usually differ clearly from each other in
ancestry. The pedigree of the typical
Milking Shorthorn will generally trace

SULTAN'S CREED, GRAND CHAMPION POLLED DURHAM BULL, 1913
Genetically, the Polled Durham is nothing but a Shorthorn without horns. This
difference is due to a single factor in heredity, as the analysis of breeding experiments shows. It is one of the smallest differences on record which have sufficed
for the establishment of a distinct breed, and is a difference which may exist
between full brothers who resemble each other in every other respect. A comparison of the above animal with the Shorthorn shown in Fig. 1 will show that
they conform minutely to the same type. The horns form the only significant
difference between them, and they are of little significance as far as the value of
the animal is concerned. Sultan's Creed and Ringmaster might actually have
been born twins—it is a genetic possibility—but they must go through life as
members of different breeds because of the difference in one factor, which affects
the horns. Photograph from the owner, J. H. Miller, Peru, Ind. (Fig. 2.)

MONARCH'S VICTORIA, A BEEF TYPE SHORTHORN
Champion Shorthorn heifer at the Chicago International Stock Show in 1913, she represents
the prevailing American idea of a good Shorthorn, intended to produce meat, not milk.
Every line of her form proclaims the fact that she is not a dairy cow. But if anyone
thinks that the Shorthorn "breed" cannot produce dairy animals he is mistaken, as the
illustration opposite will prove. (Fig. 3.)

back to the breeding of Thomas Bates,
while the specialized beef animal shows
predominantly in its pedigree only animals of Cruickshank or Booth breeding, the lines of lineage frequently
running entirely separate for the past
fifty years. But the limiting confines
are very elastic and, despite these farreaching differences, the integrity of the
Shorthorn breed has not yet been
disrupted on this basis.
TRIVIAL BREED BARRIERS

Second: On the other hand, types
which show minute similarity may
belong to separate breeds. Back in
the Miami Valley of Ohio, in the mother
country of the world-famous Poland
China hog, there are many herds of
Poland Chinas that retain the spotted
pattern characteristic of all early Poland
hogs. These pigs boast the same ancestry and the same type as their
aristocratic "pure-bred" Cousins. They
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are the true, reliable, rent-paying Poland
China sort; paint over their white spots
and they would defy detection in many
a high class Poland China herd. But
their spots make them outcasts, and to
enable them to get inside the boundaries
of a breed it is necessary that they set
up a standard of their own. As a
result, the Spotted Poland China breed
is a reality.
It is particularly interesting that
Shorthorn breeders, so generous and
broad-minded in accepting wide variants into the ranks of their breed and so
reluctant in permitting a cleavage of
the group, also furnish an example
under this head. For a variation has
appeared among Shorthorn cattle which
is deemed of sufficient moment for
creating a separate breed. In this
case, the excuse for splitting the breed
is a simple difference of structure,
which is known to act as a simple
Mendelian unit character, i.e., the

MAMIE'S MINNIE, A MILK TYPE SHORTHORN
*
This animal represents a family of Shorthorns that has been bred with a view to milk production, not beef production. Her record in 1913 was 14,838 pounds of milk, in 1914,
16,201 pounds, a record better than that of many fine members of the Jersey or other
dairy breeds. Between this animal and the one shown on the opposite page there is
scarcely a single feature of type or conformation in common. The differences between
a Jersey and Guernsey cow, for example, are negligible in comparison. Yet these two
cows are "breed" sisters, and might appear on the same page of the herd book. Such
a contrast as this illustrates graphically the point that a breed is whatever its adherents
want to call it; it is not a biological division. Photograph from the owners, May and
Otis, Granville Centre, Pa. (Fig. 4.)

polled condition. Animals may be identical in form, function and even ancestry,
but if they differ in respect to the presence or absence of horns, one may
belong to the Polled Durham breed and
the other will be merely a Shorthorn.
These two types are exhibited separately
in the shows, they are recorded in
separate herd books and are recognized
officially and in text-books2 of the day
as distinct breeds of cattle.
Lastly, we find that what is ordinarily
considered as the most reliable feature

to which we may hold fast in our conception of a breed, that is, degree of
kinship among animals of a group, is
not at all a safe means to delimit a breed.
The oldest and most honored of the
registry associations—that maintained
for Shorthorn cattle in England—
accepts today as membejs of the breed
animals which have but fifteensixteenths of Shorthorn ancestry. The
rules of the Morgan Horse Association
admit the entry of animals with only
one thirty-second of the blood of Justin

2
It should be said, however, that many good Polled Durhams are entered in the Shorthorn
herd book, as well as inthat of their own breed. This double registry is not altogether unknown
iu some other breeds.
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Morgan, with certain reservations as to are members of the same breed, or that
the other ancestors; while until recently 'two other animals belong to different
the American Saddle Horse Association ' breeds, have very little value in themwas ready to receive animals from/ selves as means of describing the likewhatever source or breeding as bona ness or unlikejiess in type or kinship of
fide breed .members if they were able the two animals. It is further necessary
to successfully execute five distinct to know just what breed or breeds are
gaits under the saddle. Furthermore, referred to before one can form an idea
animals which themselves had never of the degree of difference or similarity
traveled under the saddle, but had to be expected between the two animals.
produced several "performers," were
The word breed has no biological
eligible.
meaning; it is bandied about by different
classes of men in different places in the
TWINS OP DIFFERENT BREEDS
world without uniform regard to either
type or kinship of the animals referred
The above cases are examples of to. Its whole meaning is entirely
animals with very slight degree of dependent on the action of the rules
kinship belonging to the same breed, committee of the breed association. A
but the opposite may also be true. breed is whatever the breeders want to
That is, animals with "100% the same call it, there are no natural boundaries,
breeding" may belong to separate and no arbitrary ones that are unibreeds. We will again choose an illus- versally accepted.
tration from the Shorthorn breed.
A breed is a group of domestic animals,
Two animals may have the same sire
and the same dam, and yet one will be termed such by common consent of the
registered in the Polled Durham herd breeders, and in formulating a universal
book, while the other will be limited to definition no person can go very much
the Shorthorn registry. It might easily further without usurping a right which
happen that two calves would be is not justly his.
actually born as twins and yet these two
WHAT PURE-BRED MEANS
animals would be known and referred
to throughout their lives as members of
The significance of the derivative,
two distinct so-called "breeds."
pure-bred, may well be considered at
It will be said that the Leicesters are this time. When a group of animals
grouped together in this country for becomes sufficiently set off to be called
purely economic reasons; that the by common consent a breed, a number
American saddle horse is merely re- of breeders unite themselves into an
peating the historic stages of every new association. A charter is secured from
breed in opening its books so wide; the Government, a breed record or
that livestock men when "pinned down" register is established, and rules of
will confess the Polled Durham to be eligibility for entry into the same are
simply a sub-breed; and that the Poland set down in the by-laws. Thus the
China breeders are privileged to draw breed is definitely delimited and from
up whatever rules they choose in this time, but not before this time, the
term pure-bred can be correctly and
regulating their own registration.
The above comments are true in safely applied to individual specimens.
every case, but the situation remains There is no natural boundary and
unchanged. It is simply the usage of breeders must await the arbitrary and
the word frrmTwhich has been called to official one. A pure-bred is an animal
account in the above paragraphs and entered or eligible to entry in the associanot the usefulness of the boundary lines tion books, or descended from such
which breeders have set up between the animals.
The history of the.Percheron breed of
different groups of animals. With the
latter, the writer does not here take horses is interesting in this connection.
issue. It is plain, however, that mere Draft horses from France were early
statements to the effect that two animals imported into this country and in 1876
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an association was formed for their French Society. This ended the emregistry. But it soon developed that barrassing uncertainty; a breeder could
more than one kind of draft horse now lay claim to the title "pure-bred" for
existed in France and that a motly a horse and could successfully establish
array of horses was being offered for his right to do so. Pure-breds were
entry into the American book. A bitter created by definition as a result of this
dispute arose concerning eligibility of action by the Society. But though the
horses for record. All admitted that a sale value of these horses was greatly
brezi existsd, but no one could give a increased, their biological nature was
satisfactory definition of a pure-bred. not changed. This word again depends
Finally in 1883, acting on the insistent for its meaning on the verdict of a body
requests of American importers, the . of men; it is in fact a civil, rather than a
French breeders established a Record biological word. Biologically a horse
Association. They accepted as founda- may carry enough heritable traits to
tion animals only those draft horses make him a high caste pure-bred
found in the six provinces which com- Percheron, but if his ancestors lived
prised the old district of La Perche. across the line in Boulogne rather than
At once American breeders stipulated in one of the six provinces originally
that imported horses, to qualify for specified by the French rules committee,
entrance in the American Association he cannot claim that title, but must
books, must first be accepted by the remain a Boulonnais.

Studies of Citrous Fruits

Study of citrous fruits at the California Agricultural Experiment Station has
convinced the investigators that:
1. In all naturally fertile varieties of orange trees, self-pollination is the rule and
cross-pollination unnecessary.
2. Viable pollen is either wanting or very scarce in parthenocarpic varieties—i.e.,
varieties which produce fruit without seeds; the navel orange, for example.
3. The time required for complete fertilization after pollination varies with the
variety from thirty hours in the Satsuma orange to four weeks in the wild Citrus
trifoliata.
4. Normal embryo sacs are occasionally produced in the Washington Navel and
Satsuma oranges. If such oranges happen to be pollinated with viable pollen
from a nearby fertile variety, the result is the production of a few seeds in a navel
orange. In other cases, even if pollination should take place, no seeds are produced because the embryo sacs in the navel orange disintegrate. In other words,
navel oranges are seedless in most cases merely because they are not effectively
pollinated and yet are able to produce fruit without such pollination.
Finally, the investigators have come to the conclusion that the origin of parthenocarpic citrus varieties—the navel orange, the seedless pomelo, etc.—is to be found
in hybrids between naturally fertile varieties. The same explanation has been
given for the seedlessness of the commercial banana
and many other fruits. Such
a theory, if it can be developed, opens the wa\r for the commercial production of
seedless fruits in many species where simple selection would be of -little practical
value. Extensive hybridization work is being taken up in citrus, while the study
of purity of varieties has also received attention.

